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REVIEW QUESTIONS
SELECTED HISTORICAL FIGURES AND EVENTS (GERSTMAN, 2003)

1. According to medical lore, who initially freed the study of health from philosophical speculation,
superstition, and religion? (p. 11)

2. T/F: Hippocrates was a great believer in the importance of observation as a basis for medicine.
3. List features of scientific work (p. 12).
4. When was the approximate time of the period we call the Age of Enlightenment? (p. 12)
5. How do theory and observation interrelate in the scientific process? 
6. Match each historical figure with their brief biographical description. Historical figures: Farr; Fracastoro;

Graunt; Louis; Pinel; Pott; Salmon; Snow; Syndenham
Sketches: 
(A) The “English Hippocrates”
(B) Identified soot as the cause of scrotal cancer in 18th century chimney sweeps.
(C) Very first medical demographer (circa 1600; English habadasher)
(D) Presented first cogent germ theory of disease (circa 1500; Italian physician)
(E) Led team that discovered first insect-borne transmission of disease.
(F) French physician studied cure rates of mental disorders
(G) Father of medical statistics; students went on to found medical and public health  movements
(H) Pioneer in the use of vital statistics in Victorian England
(I) Victorian surgeon best known for convincing authorities to pump handle

7. What is the name of the first medical demographer, and when did he live? 
8. What lessons can we learn from John Graunt (p. 14)?
9. What was the name of Graunt’s seminal book? 
10. What is a Bill of Mortality?
11. The data “X people of 100 survive to the age of 10, Y to the age of 20, and so on” is an example of a

_________  __________.
12. In the 1800s, which was the more accepted theory of epidemic “crowd” diseases, miasma or contagion?
13. Briefly describe the theory of miasma. (p. 14, ¶3)
14. Briefly describe the (early) theory of contagion.
15. Besides discovering Salmonella, what was Daniel Salmon's greatest discovery? 
16. Describe the basis of “The Numeric Method”.(p. 15).
17. Other than the obvious, suggest a reason why people treated more aggressively with blood letting might

have had a higher mortality rate than those treated less aggressively.
18. When did epidemiology become an separate field of study?
19. What goes into the numerator of epidemiologic rates? What goes into the denominator? (p. 18)
20. What was John Snow’s main job?
21. Describe Snow’s waterborne transmission theory of cholera.
22. Snow used three methods to test is waterborne theory. List these.
23. Describe the main finding of Snow’s ecological study.
24. Describe the main finding of Snow’s cohort study. (p. 23)
25. Describe the main finding of Snow’s case-control study. (p. 23 - 24)
26. The book mentions two landmark studies completed in the post-World War II era. One is The Framingham

Study and the other is The British doctors Study. What topics did these studies address?
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